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ZYLOWARE ANNOUNCES THE JUNE 2018 LAUNCHES OF SOPHIA LOREN,
STETSON, RANDY JACKSON, RANDY JACKSON LIMITED EDITION, RANDY
JACKSON SUN, MAXSTUDIO.COM, LEON MAX, SHAQUILLE O’NEAL SQUAD
AND VIA SPIGA SUN
Port Chester, NY: Exciting new Zyloware Eyewear releases for Sophia Loren, Stetson, Randy Jackson,
Randy Jackson Limited Edition, Randy Jackson Sun, MaxStudio.com, Leon Max and Via Spiga Sun for
June 2018.

Stand out like a star with the glamourous appeal of Sophia Loren style M292. This semi-rimless metal
frame in a flattering square shape comes in two warm tones to elevate every woman’s feminine appeal.
Burgundy (077) has a shiny finish with burgundy pearl temple tips. Rose Gold (225) features a shiny
finish as well, with transparent rose temple tips. A detailed endpiece features sets of crystal stone décor
for even more elegant appeal. Comfort fit features include spring hinges, snap-in nosepads and the ability
to accommodate progressive lenses.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Burgundy (077) • Rose Gold (225)
52-18-135
Full rim; Metal frame; Square shape; Metal temple; Crystal stone décor on
temple; Spring hinges; Snap-in nosepads; Accommodates progressives

A classic look designed for the All-American guy, Stetson 348 is a semi-rimless metal frame in a
traditional rectangle shape. Offered in two classic colors – Gunmetal (058) and Tan (097), the ST 348
effortlessly meets the needs of men who rely on quality eyewear and a comfortable fit. The wrapping
metal endpiece and temple features a linear riveted design for added interest. The ST 348 has spring
hinges for easy adjustments and snap-in nosepads for a secure fit all-day long. Accommodates
progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Gunmetal (058) • Tan (097)
55-18-145
Semi-rimless; Metal frame; Rectangle shape; Metal temple; Spring hinges;
Metal temple; Zyl temple tips; Snap-in nosepads; Accommodates progressives

Handsome styling and a masculine silhouette make Randy Jackson 1085 a must-have frame for the
modern-day guy. This semi-rimless metal comes in a flattering rectangle shape to compliment a variety of
faces. Available in two on-trend colors, Black (021) and Brown (183) have a metal and zyl combination
temple for a sleek look that provides a lightweight feel. Extended-Fit sizing provides the wearer with
added headspace and longer temples. The RJ 1085 features snap-in nosepads and spring hinges for
a comfortable fit. Accommodates progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black (021) • Brown (183)
55-18-145
Semi-rimless; Metal frame; Extended Fit sizing; Rectangle shape; Metal and zyl
temple; Zyl temple tip; RJ logo on temple tip; Spring hinges; Snap-in nosepads;
Accommodates progressives

With Randy Jackson 1929, you’ll never have to sacrifice style for a comfortable fit again! This full rim
metal comes in Extended Fit sizing to offer solutions for men that have larger facial features, flat bridges
and require increased head space. Choose from three on-trend colors – Black (021), Gunmetal (058) and
Black/Gold (235) for a versatile eyewear game that will update any guy’s wardrobe. Zyl temples feature a
subtle linear design for added interest. The RJ 1929 features spring hinges for easy adjustments, snap-in
nosepads and the ability to accommodate progressive lenses.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black (021) • Gunmetal (058) • Black/Gold (235)
60-16-150
Full rim; Metal frame; Extended Fit sizing; Rectangle shape; Zyl temples;
Zyl temple tips; Spring hinges; Snap-in nosepads; Accommodates progressives

Randy Jackson Limited Edition X138 was designed to cause a scene. This full rim zyl has a straight top
bar with cut-out and on-trend rounded lenses for a look that meets every guy’s style criteria. Available in
two colors, Matte Black (323) features matte black over brown horn while Navy Fade (061) has a navy to
translucent blue front and complimenting navy blue temples. Both colors feature gunmetal rivets on the
front for added design interest. The RJ X138 offers spring hinges and the ability to accommodate
progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Matte Black (323) • Navy Fade (061)
57-17-145
Full rim; Zyl frame; Round shape; Cut-out on front; RJ Limited Edition logo
inside right temple tip; Spring hinges; Accommodates progressives.

Randy Jackson Limited Edition X139 is a stylish frame that perfectly embodies everything we love
about the aviator trend. This full rim metal has a sleek top bar on the front for a classic look that will never
go out of style. The RJ X139 is available in two versatile colors – Gold (057) and Black/Gold (235). This
desirable frame crosses off all your comfort needs with easy-to-adjust spring hinges and snap-in
nosepads for a snug fit. Accommodates progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Gold (057) • Black/Gold (235)
60-15-145
Full rim; Metal frame; Aviator shape; Rounded top bar; Zyl temples; RJ Limited
Edition logo; Spring hinges; Snap-in nosepads; Accommodates progressives

Randy Jackson Sun S933P is a handsome frame that fits the mold for the latest trends of the season in
men’s sunwear. This full rim metal in a stylish rectangle shape features a curved top bar on the front for
added appeal. Offered in two colors, Gold (057) and Black/Gold (235), both options feature a satin
finished front and gold rivets on the endpiece. The RJ S933P features snap-in nosepads for added
comfort and the ability to accommodate progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Gold (057) • Black/Gold (235)
55-19-145
Full rim; Metal frame; Rectangle shape; Curved metal top bar; Rivets on
endpiece; Zyl temple; Snap-in nosepads; Accommodates progressives

Look no further for the perfect pair of sunwear than Randy Jackson Sun S934P. This full rim zyl comes
in a handsome rectangle shape for a versatile look that will elevate your wardrobe this summer. Black
Tortoise (021) has a shiny black outside and tortoise inside. Brown Fade (183) has a two-toned front, with
dark brown at the top and beige at the bottom. Gunmetal rivets on the front add a boost of masculinity.
Accommodates progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black Tortoise (021) • Brown (183)
52-19-145
Full rim; Zyl frame; Rectangle shape; Zyl temple; Gunmetal rivets on front;
Accommodates progressives

Effortlessly transition from the office to a night out with the on-trend styling of MaxStudio.com style LX
163M. This full rim metal style comes in a flattering rectangle shape that looks fabulous on women with all
facial shapes and features. Available in two in-demand colors, Cognac/Gold (217) and Midnight (300)
each bring a distinctive look to the table. Cognac/Gold features a shiny gold eyewire with defined top
sheet in matte cognac and demi cognac zyl temples. Midnight has shiny gunmetal base with satin navy
top sheet and demi-blue with grey patterned temples. Both colors feature the signature Maxstudio.com
globe logo with domed clear epoxy overlay on the temple for subtle designer branding. The LX 163M
features spring hinges, snap-in nosepads and the ability to accommodate progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Cognac/Gold (217) • Midnight (300)
53-16-135
Full rim; Metal frame; Rectangle shape; Defined top sheet; Zyl temples;
Spring hinges; Snap-in nosepads; Accommodates progressives

Leon Max 4058 is a full rim frame with a ton of attitude. This zyl and metal combo features a metal eye
rim and bold, zyl browline with an attractive geometric-shaped lens. Black (021) has a shiny gold metal
eye wire with black over ivory zyl on the front and a marbled pattern on the zyl temples. Black Marble
(219) features shiny black metal eye wire and demi pearl marble zyl on the front with a matching design
on the temple. The Leon Max globe logo can be found on the temple for subtle designer branding.
Comfort fit features include spring hinges for easy adjustments and the ability to accommodate
progressive lenses.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black (021) • Black Marble (219)
53-18-140
Full rim; Metal/Zyl combination frame; Geometric shape; Leon Max plaque with
epoxy globe logo; Zyl temples; Spring hinges; Accommodates progressives

Take a step into the limelight with the on-trend styling of Leon Max 4059. This full rim zyl has a sloping
brow bar with geometric lens shape for an iconic look that really stands out. Available in three defining
colors, each palette offers a unique statement to upgrade your wardrobe this season. Blush (019)
features a tan to mauve horn fade on the front with milky tan temples. Sage (051) has a sage to tan horn
fade front and milky sage temples. Slate (175) has a dark to light blue gradient fade on the front and milky
pearl blue temples. All three colors have the Leon Max globe logo on the temple for a touch of subtle
designer branding. The LM 4059 has spring hinges for easy adjustments and the ability to accommodate
progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Blush (019) • Sage (051) • Slate (175)
53-18-135
Full rim; Zyl frame; Geometric shape; Rivets on front; Leon Max globe logo on
temple; Spring hinges; Accommodates progressives

Modern yet refined, Leon Max 4060 is a stylish frame that meets the needs of today’s woman. This full
rim metal features a designed top bar with open pattern on the front and is available in a trendy modified
oval shape. Two timeless color options, Black (021) and Gold (057), deliver statement-making looks that
effortlessly pair with any outfit. The LM 4060 has spring hinges for easy adjustments and snap-in
nosepads for a secure fit all-day long. Accommodates progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black (021) • Gold (057)
53-17-140
Full rim; metal frame; Modified oval shape; Leon Max globe logo inside right
temple tip; Spring hinges; Snap-in nosepads; Accommodates progressives

Ideal for a lifestyle on-and-off the court, Shaquille O’Neal Squad style 511Z is an athleisure-inspired
frame with bold pops of color and handsome appeal. This full rim zyl is a modern square shape available
in two colors. Black (021) has a matte black front with a shiny blue outside and crystal inside on the
temple, while Black Crystal (189) features a shiny black outside and crystal inside front paired with zyl
temples in stacked layers of black, white and red. Both colors feature the SHAQ logo engraved on the
outside temple and a sporty basketball logo lasered inside the right temple tip. The QD 511Z features
spring hinges for easy adjustments and the ability to accommodate progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black (021) • Black Crystal (189)
52-16-135
Full rim; Zyl frame; Square shape; SHAQ logo engraved on the outside temple;
Sporty basketball logo lasered inside the right temple tip; Spring hinges;
Accommodates progressives

For the modern-day guy who is always on the go, Shaquille O’Neal Squad style QD 512Z blends
masculine styling with eyewear that was made to keep up. This full rim zyl is a handsome rectangle
shape that looks great with any style. Black (021) has a shiny black front with layers of red and black zyl
behind, paired with black zyl temples and a bold pop of red. Black Blue (172) stacks layers of shiny black,
blue and white zyl on the front, repeating this color scheme again on the temple. The Shaq logo can be
found on the outside temple. Spring hinges allow easy adjustments.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black (021) • Black Blue (172)
49-17-135
Full rim; Zyl frame; Rectangle shape; Rubber temples and temple tip;
SHAQ logo on the outside temple; Spring hinges

Welcome to the world of Via Spiga, where your sunwear game is anything but average. Boldly stand out
this season with the on-trend styling of Via Spiga Sun 357S – a full rim zyl in a show stopping
cat-eye shape. Three distinct colors, Black Marble (520), Blonde Tortoise (600) and Demi Blue (770) give
the wearer an endless variety of wardrobe options. Gradient lenses paired with a textured finish on the
top half of the front bring the VS 357-S together for a look that will serve as your go-to sunglass for the
entire year. Accommodates progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black Marble (520) • Blonde Tortoise (600) • Demi Blue (770)
55-18-140
Full rim; Zyl frame; Cat-eye shape; Patterned design on front; Zyl temples;
Accommodates progressives

Download images here: https://spaces.hightail.com/space/W4eS4V01g5
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For more information, retailers may contact Zyloware at 800-765-3700, via e-mail at
sales@zyloware.com, or online at www.zyloware.com.
About Zyloware: The We Are Zyloware campaign celebrates what makes Zyloware the success it is!
We are family, history, quality and customer satisfaction. We are composed of many unique individuals;
each with our own motivations and desires. But, as a part of the Zyloware team, we are one. We act
together; we share common values and goals. We are innovators. We are change makers.

